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A #1 New York Times bestseller! “A rip-roaring
adventure merged with satisfying romance.”
—Entertainment Weekly “[A] swashbuckling launch to
the Eldest Curses series.” —Publishers Weekly From
#1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller
Cassandra Clare and award-winner Wesley Chu
comes the first book in a new series full of “swoonworthy romance [and] abundant action” (Publishers
Weekly). The Red Scrolls of Magic is a
Shadowhunters novel. All Magnus Bane wanted was
a vacation—a lavish trip across Europe with Alec
Lightwood, the Shadowhunter who against all odds
is finally his boyfriend. But as soon as the pair settles
in Paris, an old friend arrives with news about a
demon-worshipping cult called the Crimson Hand
that is bent on causing chaos around the world. A
cult that was apparently founded by Magnus himself.
Years ago. As a joke. Now Magnus and Alec must
race across Europe to track down the Crimson Hand
before the cult can cause any more damage.
Demons are now dogging their every step, and it is
becoming harder to tell friend from foe. As their
quest for answers becomes increasingly dire,
Magnus and Alec will have to trust each other more
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than ever—even if it means revealing the secrets
they’ve both been keeping.
Kelley Armstrong's New York Times bestselling
Darkest Powers trilogy is collected here for the first
time! The Summoning: Chloe is locked up in Lyle
House, a "special home" for troubled teens. Yet the
home isn't what it seems. There is definitely more to
Chloe's housemates than meets the eye. The
question is, whose side are they on? It's up to her to
figure out the dangerous secrets behind Lyle House .
. . before its skeletons come back to haunt her. The
Awakening: Chloe Saunders is a living science
experiment--not only can she see ghosts, but she
was genetically altered by a sinister organization
called the Edison Group. She's a teenage
necromancer whose powers are out of control, which
means she can raise the dead without even trying.
Now Chloe's running for her life with three of her
supernatural friends--a charming sorcerer, a cynical
werewolf, and a disgruntled witch--and they have to
find someone who can help them before the Edison
Group catches them. The Reckoning: Chloe
Saunders's life is not what you would call normal.
First of all, she can't figure out how she feels about a
certain antisocial werewolf or his charming
brother--who just happens to be a sorcerer. Then
there's the fact that she's running for her life from an
evil corporation that's trying to kill her and her
supernatural friends. And finally, she's a genetically
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altered necromancer who can raise the dead, rotting
corpses and all, without even trying. But Chloe has a
plan. And the end is very near.
Experience Cassandra Clare’s internationally
bestselling world of the Shadowhunters like never
before with this intricate adult coloring book featuring
forty-five all-new illustrations! From the hallowed
halls of the New York Institute to the glimmering
glass buildings of Alicante, from the depths of the
city of bones to the forests of faerie, the world of
Cassandra Clare’s Mortal Instruments series comes
to life like never before in this stunning coloring
book. The forty-five illustrations face text excerpts,
highlighting never-before-illustrated scenes from The
Mortal Instruments. With gorgeous original black-andwhite drawings by Cassandra Jean, illustrator of The
Bane Chronicles and Tales from the Shadowhunter
Academy, The Mortal Instruments Coloring Book is a
must-have gift book for every Cassandra Clare fan in
your life.
Fans of The Mortal Instruments and The Infernal
Devices know that Magnus Bane is banned from
Peru—and now they can find out why. One of ten
adventures in The Bane Chronicles. There are good
reasons Peru is off-limits to Magnus Bane. Follow
Magnus’s Peruvian escapades as he drags his
fellow warlocks Ragnor Fell and Catarina Loss into
trouble, learns several instruments (which he plays
shockingly), dances (which he does shockingly), and
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disgraces his host nation by doing something
unspeakable to the Nazca Lines. This standalone eonly short story illuminates the life of the enigmatic
Magnus Bane, whose alluring personality populates
the pages of the #1 New York Times bestselling
series The Mortal Instruments and The Infernal
Devices. This story in The Bane Chronicles, What
Really Happened in Peru, is written by Cassandra
Clare and Sarah Rees Brennan.
All three books in the #1 New York Times bestselling
Infernal Devices trilogy, are now available together in
a collectible paperback boxed set. The books have
gorgeous new covers, maps, forewords, and bonus
content. Passion. Power. Secrets. Enchantment.
Enter the secret world of the Shadowhunters with
this handsomely packaged boxed set that includes
Clockwork Angel, Clockwork Prince, and Clockwork
Princess. The villainous Mortmain and his terrifying
clockwork army are on the move to destroy the
Shadowhunters. Can Tessa, Jem, and Will stop his
infernal plot? This complete collectible set of three
paperback volumes is a perfect gift for newcomers to
the series and for loyal fans alike.
A collection of eleven short stories, previously
published online, that illuminate the life of the
enigmatic, flashy, and flamboyant High Warlock of
Brooklyn, Magnus Bane, a character in The Mortal
Instruments series.
FROSTBITE is the second book in the international
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Number 1 bestselling Vampire Academy series by
Richelle Mead - NOW A MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE. Higher Learning. Higher Stakes. WINTER
BREAK TURNS DEADLY. A massive vampire attack
has put St. Vladimir's Academy on high alert. With
the deadly creatures closing in, this year's trip to the
wintery peaks of Idaho has just become mandatory.
But Rose Hathaway can't escape her (guy) troubles.
Her relationship with gorgeous tutor Dimitri can
never be and her closest friend has just confessed to
his huge crush on her . . . The glittering winter
landscape may seem like the perfect hideaway - but
Rose, and her heart, are in more danger than she
ever imagined. 'Exciting, empowering and un-putdownable.' MTV's Hollywood Crush Blog 'We're
suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly Also available
in the Vampire Academy series: Vampire Academy
(Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2)
Vampire Academy: Shadow Kiss (Book 3) Vampire
Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire
Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5) Vampire Academy:
Last Sacrifice (Book 6) And don't miss the
bestselling Vampire Academy spin-off series,
Bloodlines: Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines: The
Golden Lily (Book 2) Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell
(Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart (Book 4)
Bloodlines: Silver Shadows (Book 5)
www.richellemead.com
Facebook.com/VampireAcademyNovels
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Facebook.com/BloodlinesBooks
When seventeen-year-old orphaned shapechanger
Tessa Gray is kidnapped by the villainous Mortmain
in his final bid for power, the London Institute rallies
to save her, but is beset by danger and betrayal at
every turn.
The Mortal Instruments collection, all six internationally
bestselling Shadowhunters books in one set. Discover
the world of the Shadowhunters as they wage a terrifying
war to keep the world safe from demons in the
sensational and internationally bestselling Mortal
Instruments series by Cassandra Clare.
Nicholas Flamel appeared in J.K. Rowling’s Harry
Potter—but did you know he really lived? And he might
still be alive today! Discover the truth in Michael Scott’s
New York Times bestselling series the Secrets of the
Immortal Nicholas Flamel with the first three books: The
Alchemyst, The Magician, and The Sorceress. The truth:
Nicholas Flamel was born in Paris on September 28,
1330. The legend: Nicholas Flamel discovered the secret
of eternal life. The records show that he died in 1418.
But his tomb is empty. Nicholas Flamel lives. But only
because he has been making the elixir of life for
centuries. The secret of eternal life is hidden within the
book he protects—the Book of Abraham the Mage. It's the
most powerful book that has ever existed. In the wrong
hands, it will destroy the world. That's exactly what Dr.
John Dee plans to do when he steals it. Humankind
won't know what's happening until it's too late. And if the
prophecy is right, Sophie and Josh Newman are the only
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ones with the power to save the world as we know it.
Sometimes legends are true. And Sophie and Josh
Newman are about to find themselves in the middle of
the greatest legend of all time. “[A] A riveting
fantasy…While there is plenty here to send readers
rushing to their encyclopedias…those who read the book
at face value will simply be caught up in the enthralling
story. A fabulous read.”—SLJ, Starred Read the whole
series! The Alchemyst The Magician The Sorceress The
Necromancer The Warlock The Enchantress
Historic Haunts Florida In this collection you will
discover: -Haunted tales of paranormal pachyderms
-Super natural accounts of a serial killer and the haunted
electric chair -Legend of the Indian lovers and the natural
springs -The rootin tootin ghosts of a wild west hot spot
-Civil War spirits not at rest -Haunted hearses and the
fabulous Ms. Tariqa -Hemingway s friendly spirit and his
six toed cats -The White Nun -A pirate s revenge from
the gallows -Ghosts at a museum of oddities, Believe it
or Not -The eerie red eyes in the woods -The unnerving
story of Robert the Doll -A museum of misfortune and the
paranormal energy still lingering
Magnus Bane leverages his alliances with Downworlders
and Shadowhunters on a venture to Victorian London.
One of ten adventures in The Bane Chronicles. When
immortal warlock Magnus Bane attends preliminary
peace talks between the Shadowhunters and the
Downworlders in Victorian London, he is charmed by two
very different people: the vampire Camille Belcourt and
the young Shadowhunter, Edmund Herondale. Will
winning hearts mean choosing sides? This standalone ePage 7/21
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only short story illuminates the life of the enigmatic
Magnus Bane, whose alluring personality populates the
pages of the #1 New York Times bestselling series The
Mortal Instruments and The Infernal Devices. This story
in The Bane Chronicles, Vampires, Scones, and Edmund
Herondale, is written by Cassandra Clare and Sarah
Rees Brennan.
A Manhattan teen—Raphael Santiago—is missing, and
Magnus Bane must track him down before it’s too late.
One of ten adventures in The Bane Chronicles. In 1950s
New York City, a distraught mother hires Magnus Bane
to find her missing son, Raphael. But even if he can be
found, is Raphael beyond saving? This standalone eonly short story illuminates the life of the enigmatic
Magnus Bane, whose alluring personality populates the
pages of the #1 New York Times bestselling series The
Mortal Instruments and The Infernal Devices. This story
in The Bane Chronicles, Saving Raphael Santiago, is
written by Cassandra Clare and Sarah Rees Brennan.
Shadowhunters - 4. Città degli angeli cadutiEdizioni
Mondadori
La guerra è conclusa e Clary è tornata a New York,
intenzionata a diventare una Cacciatrice di demoni a tutti
gli effetti. E finalmente puì dire al mondo che Jace è il
suo ragazzo. Ma ogni cosa ha un prezzo.
From #1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller
Cassandra Clare come thirty-one short stories set in the
Shadowhunter world, now together in one collectible
paperback boxed set. Follow Magnus Bane as he finds
his way out of mishaps across history, Simon Lewis as
he becomes a student in the Shadhowhunter Academy,
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and Jem Carstairs as he searches the dark corners of
the Shadow Markets for a relic from his past. Now, for
the first time, all thirty-one short stories set in the world of
Shadowhunters are in one place in this beautiful,
collectible boxed set. This boxed set includes: The Bane
Chronicles Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy
Ghosts of the Shadow Market

A New Kind of Coloring Book for Adult Relaxation
with just only One Color! Fun, Easy, and Interesting!
With any pen or marker you have in hand in
anywhere, you can take the stress out and bring
your favourite one come to life. Do not worry about
changing colors, finding the right shape, just simple
enjoy coloring. Let's color while watching TV,
listening to music or a podcast, and spending time
with family. This book contains: Consists of Dots,
Lines and Spiroglyphics types Perfect size 8.5 x 11
inches. High quality paper Relax with just ONE
COLOR! Very unique and exciting, as well as
relaxing!
New from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Meg Cabot, a dark, fantastical story about this world
. . . and the underworld. Though she tries returning
to the life she knew before the accident, Pierce can't
help but feel at once a part of this world, and apart
from it. Yet she's never alone . . . because someone
is always watching her. Escape from the realm of the
dead is impossible when someone there wants you
back. But now she's moved to a new town. Maybe at
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her new school, she can start fresh. Maybe she can
stop feeling so afraid. Only she can't. Because even
here, he finds her. That's how desperately he wants
her back. She knows he's no guardian angel, and his
dark world isn't exactly heaven, yet she can't stay
away . . . especially since he always appears when
she least expects it, but exactly when she needs him
most. But if she lets herself fall any further, she may
just find herself back in the one place she most
fears: the Underworld.
“Alisa Kwitney has an understanding of human
foibles and follies and a light, intelligent touch that
marks her as an author to watch and enjoy.” —#1
New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman
Frankenstein meets Marissa Meyer’s Cinder in this
tightly paced historical thriller packed with secrets,
betrayal and steamy romance. When Elizabeth
Lavenza enrolled at Ingold as its first female medical
student, she knew she wouldn’t have an easy time.
From class demands to being an outsider among her
male cohorts, she’ll have to go above and beyond to
prove herself. So when she stumbles across what
appears to be a faulty Bio-Mechanical—one of the
mechanized cadavers created to service the
school—she jumps at the chance to fix it and get
ahead in the program. Only this Bio-Mechanical isn’t
like the others. This one seems to have thoughts,
feelings…and self-awareness. Soon Elizabeth
realizes that it is Victor Frankenstein—a former
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student who died under mysterious circumstances.
Suddenly Elizabeth finds herself entwined in his dark
secrets, ones he might have been murdered to keep
buried. “Fiendishly clever and gorgeously romantic.
Alisa Kwitney spins an electrifying tale of beautiful
monsters and mad scientists that will keep your
nerves tingling and your heart racing long into the
night.” —Carol Goodman, New York Times
bestselling author of The Metropolitans “Fans of
Marissa Meyer’s Lunar Chronicles will enjoy this.”
—Kirkus “In this inventive Victorian-era steampunk
tale…Kwitney blends elements of murder mystery,
classic science fiction, and gothic romance, all
cleverly framed around a Beauty and the Beast take
on Frankenstein.” —Booklist “A dark, thrilling and
ingenious riff on the Frankenstein legend.” —M.R.
Carey, author of The Girl with All the Gifts “Strikingly
written and impeccably conjured.” —Gwenda Bond,
author of the Lois Lane series “It swept me right
away.” —Delia Sherman, author of The Great
Detective
Quincy has the same dream every year on
Christmas Eve - of finding a little boy holding a
special gift for her under the tree - and every
Christmas morning, she's awoken to find a gift
wrapped in tinfoil with her name on it... When school
resumes after the winter break, Quincy's class
discovers they have an unusual new transfer student
named Cupid. Ridiculously cute and friendly, the
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new boy has everyone both enamored and
confused. Those antlers can't be real...can they??
With Cupid having seemingly set his sights on
Quincy, it seems she'll be having a memorable year
indeed!
Magnus Bane has a royal role in the French
Revolution—if the angry mobs don’t spoil his spells.
One of ten adventures in The Bane Chronicles.
While in France, immortal warlock Magnus Bane
finds himself attempting to rescue the royal family
from the horrors of the French Revolution—after
being roped into this mess by a most attractive
count. Naturally, the daring escape calls for invisible
air balloons… This standalone e-only short story
illuminates the life of the enigmatic Magnus Bane,
whose alluring personality populates the pages of
the #1 New York Times bestselling series The Mortal
Instruments and The Infernal Devices. This story in
The Bane Chronicles, The Runaway Queen, is
written by Cassandra Clare and Maureen Johnson.
The fourth installment of the graphic novel
adaptation of Cassandra Clare's bestselling The
Mortal Instruments! Maia and Simon are kidnapped,
and Jace knows exactly who took them. It's time to
face the terror known as Valentine to stop him from
slaughtering the Downworlders and activating the
Soul-Sword. All the Shadowhunters gather to join the
fight, but when they find themselves hopelessly
outnumbered by thousands of demons, the fate of
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the world might just lie in Clary's hands...! The
showdown begins in this action-packed volume
accentuated by beautiful illustrations by artist
Cassandra Jean. Plus, get a glimpse into the secret
interaction between Valentine and Jace, revealed
here for the first time by Cassandra Clare!
Simon’s journey to become a Shadowhunter nears
its end as his Ascension ceremony draws closer.
One of ten adventures in Tales from the
Shadowhunter Academy. Simon’s Ascension
ceremony draws near in this brilliant conclusion to
Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy. This
standalone e-only short story follows the adventures
of Simon Lewis, star of the #1 New York Times
bestselling series, The Mortal Instruments, as he
trains to become a Shadowhunter. Tales from the
Shadowhunter Academy features characters from
Cassandra Clare’s Mortal Instruments, Infernal
Devices, and the upcoming Dark Artifices and Last
Hours series. Angels Twice Descending is written by
Cassandra Clare and Robin Wasserman. Read more
of Cassandra Clare’s Shadowhunter Chronicles in
The Infernal Devices, The Mortal Instruments, and
The Bane Chronicles.
The threat of Mortmain's Infernal Devices looms as
the Shadowhunters race to work out a way to
counteract the mechanical monsters. Meanwhile,
plans for Tessa's marriage to Jem are underway,
despite her fiancé's failing health and the unresolved
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feelings between her and Will. When Tessa is
captured, Will must leave his comrade behind to
save the woman they both love... But with the final
missing piece--Tessa herself--in Mortmain's
possession, can anything stop his plot for revenge?
Magnus meets Valentine in battle as the Circle attacks
the Downworlders of New York City. One of the ten
adventures in the Bane Chronicles. In the time of the
Uprising, Valentine’s Circle goes after Downworlders in
New York...and the Shadowhunters of the Institute must
decide whether to join him, or fight with Magnus and his
kind. This is the first time Magnus sees Jocelyn, Luke,
and Stephen—but not the last. It is not long before
Jocelyn seeks him out... This standalone e-only short
story illuminates the life of the enigmatic Magnus Bane,
whose alluring personality populates the pages of the #1
New York Times bestselling series The Mortal
Instruments and The Infernal Devices. This story in The
Bane Chronicles, The Last Stand of the New York
Institute, is written by Cassandra Clare, Sarah Rees
Brennan, and Maureen Johnson.
Magnus Bane watches the once-glamorous Hotel
Dumort become something else altogether in 1970s New
York City. One of ten adventures in The Bane
Chronicles. Fifty years after the Jazz Age rise of the
Hotel Dumort, immortal warlock Magnus Bane knows the
Manhattan landmark is on the decline. The oncebeautiful Hotel Dumort has fallen into a decayed thing, a
ruin, as dead as a place can be. But the vampires don’t
mind… This standalone e-only short story illuminates the
life of the enigmatic Magnus Bane, whose alluring
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personality populates the pages of the #1 New York
Times bestselling series, The Mortal Instruments and
The Infernal Devices series. This story in The Bane
Chronicles, The Fall of the Hotel Dumort, is written by
Cassandra Clare and Maureen Johnson.
A very special anthology that's a must for all fans of the
Shadowhunter novels! Featuring characters from
Cassandra Clare's international best-selling novels from
the Shadowhunters world including The Mortal
Instruments, The Infernal Devices and The Dark
Artifices, this anthology showcases beautifully illustrated
portraits from Cassandra Jean - creator of The
Shadowhunter Tarot - alongside never-before-known
details from Cassandra Clare about all your favourite
characters.
The first three books in Meg Cabot's Abandon series.
Abandon: Last year, Pierce died - just for a moment. And
when she was in the space between life and death, she
met John: tall dark and terrifying, it's his job to usher
souls from one realm to the next. There's a fierce
attraction between them, but Pierce knows that if she
allows herself to fall for John she will be doomed to a life
of shadows and loneliness in the underworld. But now
things are getting dangerous for her, and her only hope
is to do exactly what John says ... Underworld: Pierce
Oliviera isn't dead. Not this time. But she's been taken by
John Hayden, Lord of the Underworld, to the place
between heaven and hell where spirits gather before
their final journey. John claims it's to protect her from the
Furies, who are hell-bent on vengeance against him. But
could he have other reasons for keeping Pierce close?
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When she learns that the people she loves are under
threat from the Furies, can she convince John to release
her to save them- or will the price he asks for her
freedom be too high? Awaken: Seventeen-year-old
Pierce Oliviera knew that by accepting the undying love
of John Hayden she'd be forced to live forever in the one
place she's always dreaded most: the Underworld. The
sacrifice seemed worth it, but now her happiness and
safety in the realm are threatened. The Furies have
discovered that John has broken one of their strictest
rules and revived a dead soul. If the balance of life and
death isn't restored, both the Underworld and Pierce's
home on Earth will be wiped out by the Furies' wrath.
Pierce has already cheated death once ... can she do it
again?
A two-book bundle of the hottest New Adult books
around - THE EDGE OF NEVER and THE EDGE OF
ALWAYS.
Magnus Bane and Alec Lightwood might fall in love—but
first they have a first date. One of ten adventures in The
Bane Chronicles. When Magnus Bane, warlock, meets
Alec Lightwood, Shadowhunter, sparks fly. And what
happens on their first date lights a flame... This
standalone e-only short story illuminates the life of the
enigmatic Magnus Bane, whose alluring personality
populates the pages of the #1 New York Times
bestselling series The Mortal Instruments and The
Infernal Devices. This story in The Bane Chronicles, The
Course of True Love (and First Dates), is written by
Cassandra Clare.
Collects Daredevil (2018) #11-15. Daredevil goes
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through hell! As Matt Murdock struggles with his inner
demons, Detective Cole North continues hunting the
vigilantes of New York. And his first target is-Spider-Man!
Meanwhile, the Devil still runs the Kitchen, but who - or
what - are they? And what happens when dirty cops
capture a fake DD? When the ongoing saga of Mayor
Wilson Fisk takes a brutal, bloody turn, Matt soon finds
himself with no choice but to investigate the corruption in
New York’s police force. And without a Man Without
Fear to stand in his way, the Owl turns his horrifying
sights on both Hell’s Kitchen and Izzy Libris! The city is
descending into chaos - and a protector must rise!
Don’t miss The Mortal Instruments: City of Bones, soon
to be a major motion picture in theaters August 2013.
The first three books in the #1 New York Times
bestselling Mortal Instruments series, available in a
collectible paperback boxed set. Enter the secret world
of the Shadowhunters with this MP3 collection that
includes City of Bones, City of Ashes, and City of Glass.
The Mortal Instruments books have more than five
million copies in print, and this collectible set of the first
three volumes in paperback makes a great gift for
newcomers to the series and for loyal fans alike.

The first installment of Cassandra Clare's bestselling
urban fantasy series, The Mortal Instruments, is
adapted into a graphic novel series! Hanging out
with her best friend, Simon, is just about the most
exciting thing in Clary's life...that is, until she realizes
there are people only she can see. But when her
mother disappears and a monster attacks her, Clary
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has to embrace a world that she never even knew
existed--a world full of vampires, werewolves,
demons, and those who fight for the humans,
Shadowhunters...
In the context of critical museology, museums are
questioning their social role, defining the museum as
a site for knowledge exchange and participation in
creating links between past and present. Museum
education has evolved as a practice in its own right,
questioning, expanding and transforming exhibitions
and institutions. How does museum work change if
we conceive of curating and education as an
integrated practice? This question is addressed by
international contributors from different types of
museums. For anyone interested in the future of
museums, it offers insights into the diversity of
positions and experiences of translating the »grand
designs« of museology into practice.
Straight-laced Kelsey loathes the college party
scene. But one night, under rather unpleasant
circumstances, she meets Mark and finds herself
falling for him despite his involvement in the very
lifestyle she so vehemently despises. Will their
fractured fairytale ultimately leave them feeling
empty?
Discovering she is pregnant after her boyfriend
dumps her, a young British student in New York
takes on a part-time job at a shabby, used book
store and finds salvation among the colorful
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characters who work and shop there. Original.
50,000 first printing.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Jamie
McGuire comes a riveting tale of first love that starts
young but runs deep. The first time Elliott
Youngblood spots Catherine Calhoun, he's just a
boy with a camera, and he's never seen a sadder
and more beautiful sight. Both Elliott and Catherine
feel like outcasts, yet they find an easy friendship
with each other. But when Catherine needs him
most, Elliott is forced to leave town. Elliott finally
returns, but he and Catherine are now different
people. He's a star high school athlete, and she
spends all her free time working at her mother's
mysterious bed-and-breakfast. Catherine hasn't
forgiven Elliott for abandoning her, but he's
determined to win back her friendship...and her
heart. Just when Catherine is ready to fully trust
Elliott, he becomes the prime suspect in a local
tragedy. Despite the town's growing suspicions,
Catherine clings to her love for Elliott. But a
devastating secret that Catherine has buried could
destroy whatever chance of happiness they have
left.
Magnus Bane may or may not be dating Alec
Lightwood, but he definitely needs to find him the
perfect birthday present. One of ten adventures in
The Bane Chronicles. Set in the time between City of
Ashes and City of Glass, warlock Magnus Bane is
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determined to find the best birthday present possible
for Alec Lightwood, the Shadowhunter he may or
may not be dating. And he’s also got to deal with the
demon he’s conjured up for a very irritating client…
This standalone e-only short story illuminates the life
of the enigmatic Magnus Bane, whose alluring
personality populates the pages of the #1 New York
Times bestselling series The Mortal Instruments and
The Infernal Devices. This story in The Bane
Chronicles, What to Buy the Shadowhunter Who
Has Everything (And Who You’re Not Officially
Dating Anyway), is written by Cassandra Clare and
Sarah Rees Brennan.
Nicholas Flamel appeared in J.K. Rowling’s Harry
Potter—but did you know he really lived? And his
secrets aren't safe! Discover the truth in book three
of the New York Times bestselling series the Secrets
of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel. The Problem:
Perenelle Flamel is trapped. What’s Worse: Sophie
and Josh might soon be as well. Paris was
destroyed by John Dee and Niccolo Machiavelli, but
the missing pages of the Book of Abraham the Mage
are still protected from Dee and the Dark Elders.
Except Perenelle is imprisoned on Alcatraz and now
Scatty is missing, leaving a weakening Nicholas as
Sophie and Josh's only protection in Lond, a city Dee
has under his control. The only hope of defeating
Dee and escaping London is to find an Elder to
teach the twins the third elemental magic—Water
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Magic. The bad news? The lone option is Gilgamesh
the King, and he is absolutely insane. "The Secrets
of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel has everything you
loved about Harry Potter, including magic, mystery,
and a constant battle of good versus evil."--Bustle
Read the whole series! The Alchemyst The Magician
The Sorceress The Necromancer The Warlock The
Enchantress
In 1920s Manhattan, Magnus Bane hobnobs with the
elite at a glamorous Jazz Age hotspot. One of ten
adventures in The Bane Chronicles. The immortal
Magnus Bane is making the most of his time in the
Roaring Twenties: He’s settled into New York
society and is thriving among the fashionable jazz
set. And there is nowhere better to see and be seen
than the glamorous Hotel Dumort, a glittering new
addition to the Manhattan landscape. But a different
type of glamour may be at play… This standalone eonly short story illuminates the life of the enigmatic
Magnus Bane, whose alluring personality populates
the pages of the #1 New York Times bestselling
series, The Mortal Instruments and The Infernal
Devices series. This story in The Bane Chronicles,
The Rise of the Hotel Dumort, is written by
Cassandra Clare and Maureen Johnson.
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